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Customer Success

Highlights
 80% improvement in product knowledge and sales competency of KIC’s dealer and re-

seller networks.

 More than 55% improvement in reseller awareness, leading to more effective differentia-
tion. Result: a record sales year for KIC. 

 Improved support led to better engagement, loyalty and success for partners, and ulti-
mately, KIC.

KIC  
Building a true partnership with resellers and dealers

The Challenge
KIC is a global contract manufacturer with over 600 resellers and dealers in North America. Their 
biggest challenge: educating and establishing a top of mind position within their network of re-
sellers, who often sell hundreds of other products from multiple companies.

In the past, KIC provided expensive in-person training and conference events that proved inef-
fective in producing sales results. The presentations were high-quality, yet attendees soon forgot 
the information.  KIC needed a fresh solution to spark interest in their resellers and increase sales 
across additional product lines.

The Solution
KIC used MobilePaks to deliver just-in-time training and sales enablement aids that fostered 
natural selling conversations. KIC created sales Paks (short, modular bursts of support content) to 
match the marketing assets for each of four product groups. 

The format proved to be ideal for salespeople in the field, since it was so easy to integrate into dai-
ly workflows and mobile devices, bringing nimbleness and intelligence to sales interactions. Cen-

“We needed to strengthen the KIC brand, improve the consistency of our 
product positioning, and put KIC back on top of our partners’ minds. With 
Veelo, we established KIC as an innovative supplier and a partner in our re-
sellers’ success. We’ve reached record sales this year faster than expected.” 

—Neil McIrvin, Vice President, KIC
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tralizing their training and enablement content also enabled KIC to provide consistent mes-
saging, training aids and up-to-date product information, which ultimately improved reseller 
sales effectiveness and allowed KIC to expand its sales certification program.

Other tools instrumental to KIC’s success included MobilePaks’ presentation tools, which en-
abled instant sharing of product demos and information, as well as usage reports that allowed 
dealers to identify sales reps that needed more training or coaching. 

“We learned that most our resellers didn’t know the breadth of KIC products—they weren’t 
even offering them. They had no idea how big we are,” said Mr. McIrvin. “Now they do! 
Thanks to MobilePaks, not only are they able to learn how to better communicate and sell the 
value of KIC products, but sales increased across all product lines.”

The Results
KIC’s new ability to deliver real-time information and push out product updates on the fly 
increased product knowledge and sales competency among dealers by 80%. Reseller aware-
ness increased more than 55%, leading to more effective differentiation.

“Our products can have several iterations, which means it’s imperative we deliver just-in-time 
product updates to our dealers so they know exactly what they’re selling. The knowledge, 
confidence in, and consistent messaging of KIC products have improved dramatically, and 
MobilePaks has been instrumental—we can already see the ROI and so can our partners,” said 
Mr. McIrvin.

By raising the bar for their salespeople and arming them with specific product knowledge and 
sales skills, KIC gained a reputation as an innovative supplier who put the success of their 
dealers and resellers first. The result: increased loyalty and more sales success for their part-
ners—and ultimately, for KIC.

About KIC
KIC is a commercial vehicle wheel end firm that serves the Class 8 truck, trailer, transit/
school bus, and suspension original equipment manufacturers and associated aftermarkets. 
Formed in 1972, KIC has supplied components and engineering design services to industries 
ranging from wood products and materials handling, to the international truck parts after-
market. Their depth of experience and excellent customer service have made KIC the fastest 
growing supplier to the commercial vehicle industry.

(con’t.)


